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Time-Resolved Investigations of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in Transparent
and Absorbing Media: Determination of Phonon Lifetimes
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Stimulated Brillouin scattering was studied both theoretically and experimentally. The evolution in time
of the scattering process, its dependence on frequency, and the influence of optical absorption were analyzed.
For quantitative investigations, the individual shapes of the laser and signal pulses were taken into account.
Strong transient effects predicted by theory were confirmed experimentally. The amplification of Brillouin
light was measured in a generator-amplifier system using single-mode giant laser pulses. Several liquids,
glasses, and quartz were investigated. The experimental results allow the determination of phonon lifetimes
r and of elasto-optic constants. In our amplifier system, accurate values of v are obtained for r &3 nsec,
i.e., for liquids and some solids. The limitation of the method is discussed. In absorbing media, stimulated
thermal Brillouin scattering was observed in quantitative agreement with theory.

I'ts ——1/r. (2)

According to (1) and (2), measurements of Brillouin
scattering provide two important material parameters:
the velocity and the lifetime of phonons at hypersonic
frequencies.

The intensity of the spontaneously scat tered radiation
is rather weak (approximately 10 '/cm rad in liquids)
requiring sensitive detection systems. On the other
hand, at high incident light intensities (laser giant
pulses) highly amplified Brillouin radiation is observed
which approaches the power level of the incoming light.
In the stimulated Brillouin scattering process, the elec-
tromagnetic Geld produces intense density fluctuations
in two ways: through electrostriction and, in absorbing
media, through absorptive heating. Density fluctuations
lead to changes of the index of refraction which in turn
inhuence the propagation of the light waves.

There is an extensive theoretical' ' and experimen-
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Riischlikon, Switzerland.' Y. R. Shen and N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. 137, A1787
(1965).' C. L. Tang, J. Appl. Phys. 37, 2945 (1966); F, Barocchi, ibid.
40, 178 (1969).

I. INTRODUCTION

f'N recent years the scattering of light on density
~ ~ Quctuations of liquids and solids has received con-
siderable attention. In isotropic media, the frequency
spectrum of the scattered radiation consists of the cen-
tral Rayleigh line and of two Brillouin lines which are
Stokes and anti-Stokes shifted from the frequency ~1.
of the incident radiation by an amount

cca = (2rtsrdr/c) sins 0,

where e is the refractive index, v is the sound velocity
of the scattering medium, c is the velocity of light, and
0 is the angle between the incident and scattered wave
vector. The classical Brillouin lines have, to a good ap-
proximation, a Lorentzian frequency profile; the
full width at half of the intensity ma, ximum Fz is a
direct measure of the lifetime 7. of the phonon under
investigation

tal' " literature dealing with the steady-state" prob-
lem of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). Most
previous investigations were made with time-integrat-
ing photocells or photographic plates (in conjunction
with high-resolution spectrometers). Recent investiga, -

tions using photodetectors with high time resolution
gave detailed information concerning the saturation
region in a traveling-wave system. '

In this paper, the light ampliGcation by SBS in
a, generator-ampliGer system is investigated theoreti-
cally and experimentally. It has been shown in recent
years that several stimulated scattering phenomena are
studied conveniently in an amplifier system, for ex-
ample, stimulated Raman scattering, " SBS,""and
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stimulated Rayleigh-wing scattering, stimulated ther-
rnal Brillouin, "and thermal Rayleigh scattering'~ were
investigated by this technique. Our ampli6er system"
has a series of advantages which make it most suitable
for a quantitative analysis. (i) The amplification was
investigated as a function of time, making transient
and steady-state phenomena readily observable. (ii)
During each pulse the amplihcation was determined as
a function of the instantaneous laser and signal inten-
sity allowing a direct calculation of the gain factor g.
(iii) The incoming signal was tailor-made in magnitude
and shape. (iv) Well-defined frequency differences be-
tween generator and. amplifier were introduced. (v) The
lengths of the amplifier cell and the light intensities
were chosen small enough to avoid the occurrence of
other competing nonlinear processes such as stimulated
thermal Rayleigh scattering, stimulated Raman scat-
tering, self-focusing, or self-trapping.

In Sec. II, the theory of a small-signal Brillouin
ampliler is developed with special emphasis on the
transient situation. The inhuence of 6nite light pulses on
the gain factor and on the determination of phonon
lifetimes is analyzed. In Sec. III, our experimental sys-
tem is briefly discussed. Section IV contains the various
experimental results and a detailed comparison with
theory.

II. THEORY OF SBS IN TRANSPARENT
AND ABSORBING MEDIA

The theory of SBS in transparent media' '" has
been discussed repeatedly in the literature. The effect
of absorption on SBS was recently pointed out by
Herman and Gray. '7 Most of the theoretical work was
concerned with the steady-state situation only. It has
been found, however, that transient effects are of sig-
nihcance in many experimental situations. ' ""'" We
wish to extend the existing theory to include the
transient behavior of Brillouin amplifiers.

In the 6rst part of this section we derive an equation
for the Stokes-shifted Hrillouin intensity which allows
a ready application to steady-state and transient situa-
tions. We start with the nonlinear wave equation for
the total electromagnetic field E:

82 nCB C2 P'8
p+ p psE — (E&)

Bt2 e Bt e e2p Bt2

The right-hand side represents the nonlinear driving
term in the presence of density fluctuations. The linear
optical absorption coeS.cient of the medium is denoted
by a, and p' is the elasto-optic coupling parameter which

"D.Pohl, I. Reinhold, and W. Kaiser, Phys. Rev. Letters 20,
~~4& (i968).

"W. Rother, D. Pohl, and W. Kaiser, Phys. Rev, Letters 22,
9~5 (i969)."'D. Pohl, Phys. Rev. Letters 23, 711 (1968).

"N. M. Kroll, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 34 (1965)."R.M. Herman and M. A. Gray, Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 824
(1967).

is related to the Pockel's constant P by

y'=n'P. (4a)

Navier-Stokes equation

BV v' s'Ppp
ps + —V'p+ V'7 rlV'V = ——V'E',

Bt Sx
(6)

energy-transport equation

ppc, —)V'T-
Bt

c.(y —1) Bp ecn
-E'.

p R 4s.
(7)

In (6) a term representing the electrostrictive force
(y'/8s. )V'E' was added to the equa, tion of motion, and
in (7) absorptive heating in the form (ecn/4s)E' was
added as a heat source. The various symbols in (5)—(7)
are defined as follows: V is the velocity of the mass ele-
ment; y =c„/c„ is the ratio of the specific heats; X and

p are the coeflicients of heat conduction and thermal
expansion, respectively; z is a constant which charac-
terizes the damping of the acoustic wave. In liquids,

g is written, to a good approximation, in the form
q= srls+riii, where qs is the shear viscosity, and radii is
the "bulk" viscosity which is connected to the relaxation
processes between the internal and external degrees of
freedom of the molecules. p is directly related to the
phonon lifetime. I See Eq. (18).$ Equations (5)—(7) also
hold for isotropic solids; g represents again the losses of
the medium.

In this paper, we investigate the amplification of a
small-signal wave Es(s,t) in the presence of an intense
pumping field Er, (s,t). The two waves have the same
polarization and travel into —s and +s directions, re-
spectively. In the plane-wave approximation we write

'8H. Z. Cummins and R. %. Gammon, J. Chem. Phys. 44,
2785 (1966); I. P. Batra and R. H. Enns, Phys. Rev. (to be
published)."R.D. Mountain, Rev. Mod. Phys. 38, 205 (1966).

In this paper, we consider mostly longitudinal waves
in isotropic media, where the photoelastic tensor
p;;(i, j=1 6) reduces to a single component p. Using
the definition P=(ps/e')(Bs/Bp)r we obtain to a good
approximation for liquids

p'=-'(e' —1)(m'+2) .

In (3) a small additional coupling term's involving
(Be/BT), has been omitted.

We now turn to the discussion of the linearized
hydrodynamic equations. Following Herman and Gray'~
and Mountain, "we write for the density and tempera-
ture variation under the inhuence of electromagnetic
waves:

Equation of continuity

Bp—+ps divV=O,
Bt
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(dropping the vectorial signs on the right-hand side)

Ki,(s, /) =-2'LEr, (s,/) exp(i(ai, t —ikrs ——2'ns)+c. c.j (8)

As pointed out in the Introduction, I's represents the
damping of the acoustic waves; it is related to the pho-
non lifetime by (2). Similarly, the decay constant of the
isobaric density Quctuation is denoted by I'&..

Es(s,t) =-2, [Es(s,t) exp(ice, t+zk, s+'2ns)+c. c.]. (9) I's =2Xk2/p2c„ (19)

The linear absorption coefBcient e is taken into account
explicitly making Ez, and E8 independent of o.. The
stimulated density and temperature waves have the
form

p(s, t) = ,'fp(s, t)—exp(uot—iks)+c.c.), (10)

T(s, t) =—', LT(s,t) exp(zcA —iks)+c.c.j. (11)

They travel in the +s direction, with a frequency and a
wave vector given by

GD =GOg
—COB~0)g,

k =ki, +ks~ks 2kr,„,

(12a)

(12b)

ks =Ms/'v. (13)

A small-signal theory will be presented here with neg-
ligible change of the pumping field, i.e., BEr/Bs((Ei/l,
where l is the length of the amplifier. It will be seen in
the experimental part of this paper that the slowly vary-
ing envelope approximation holds well for our investiga-
tions, i.e., we write

where z2s is the Brillouin shift de6ned by (1), and. ks is
given by the relation

where Fg is the half-width of the classical Rayleigh line.
In general, the Rayleigh line is narrower than the
Brillouin line and smaller than the frequency interval
~ considered here; i.e., Fg(Fg and F~&(co~, Fg will be
neglected in most of the following calculations. The
abbreviation

=ec2o.P/c&ur, =22zvzcnP/c„&os (20)

is(s, /) =is(0,/) s- 1—Li, (Z)/is(0, /) ]"2(V ~,/2~~po)

is called the thermo-optic coupling coeKcient.
Equations (15) and (16) describe the reaction of a

density and temperature wave of frequency co to a dis-
turbance by an electric 6eld EzEz* of approximately
the same frequency. On the other hand, the reaction of
the signal 6eld Eq on the periodic disturbance E~p* is
determined by (1/). The simple form of (17) allows an
immediate integration. Without restricting the general-
ity we assume Ez, and Es(0,t) to be real. Using the
relation Ir, =(zzc/82r) ~Er,(s,t) ~2e ' and an equivalent
expression for Is, we transform (17) into an equation
for intensities. Considering the fact that we work with
small signals and small amplification, we obtain

1 ~Ls

~s Bt

i BEs
and ——«Eg, etc.

k8 Bz
e
—~""Imp(s', t) ds' . (21)

Eliminating Vfrom (5) and (6), and introducing (8)—(11)
into (3), (6), and (7), we obtain a system of ordinary
linear differential equations for the amplitudes Eq, p,
and T

k'n' d d2

(f2+i(oI's+2 (incr+ rs)—+ —P(s, t)
7 dt dt2

The first factor on the right-hand side represents the
linear loss of the incident signal (note that the signal
travels in the —s direction) while the curly brackets
describe the ampli6cation of the signal. It should be
noted that the ampli6cation is determined by the com-
ponent of the sound wave which is out of phase by ~~x

with EJ.Eg*.
We now turn to the discussion of some special cases.

k2P2PP2 ty8k2—r(s, Z) = E,(/)Es*(s, t),
Sx

(15) A. Steady-State Solutions

( dl / d)—
(V —1)I z +—I/(2, /)+P/2I 2~+271' +—g'(s, &)

d/J
'

4 dh/

vv &

Er, (/) Es*(2,&),
Sxv

(16)

P Q)g—Es(s, t) = i Er, (/) p*(s,t)s—
dS 4SCp0

(17)

In (13)-(15), the abbreviations (18)—(20) were intro-
duced:

Neglecting all the time derivatives in (15) and (16),
we obtain the steady-state density variation p.&.

EzEs*(s) (og —y +zy'
/ .2(s) =

162r v2 Da)+ 22zI's
(22)

d~8—=is/ —
/, Ir, exp( 22ns)+o. ]-;—

ds

for -', nz&&i:

(23)

Introducing (22) in (17) and going again to intensities
we obtain for the signal wave at frequencies close to co~ ..

I's =2lk2/pp. (18) is(2) =is(0) exp( —girs+ns),
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where

(25)

is the frequency-dependent gain factor for the steady-
state amplification process. Here

(26)

has been introduced, which represents a small deviation
from the Brillouin frequency tos. It is seen from (25)
that the total gain is the sum of two components:

(i) The first term gives the steady-state gain of SBS
in transparent media which has been derived in a num-
ber of previous publications. ' ' The same Lorentzian
frequency profile is found in the classical Brillouin scat-
tering. In measuring the gain coefIicient as a function of
d M, the width at half-maximum gain, I'~ is obtained. In
most experimental situations, however, the steady state
is not completely attained and corrections have to be
introduced (see below).

For Ate=0 (frequency match between oscillator a,nd
amplifier), we obtain the maximum gain

g~ox =(7 oor) /(zz~ po"I s) =g(~) =4"r ~ (27)

Since g, ' depends upon F~, the knowledge of the gain
maximum allows a direct calculation of the phonon life-
time; i.e., a single gain measurement provides us with
a value of r, using (24), (27), and (2).

The letter 2 introduced in (27) contains all the photo-
elastic constants relevant for the gain factor except of
the phonon lifetime. 3 is a determining parameter in
the transient theory discussed below.

(ii) The second contribution to the gain factor is
caused by the linear absorption of light and by the re-
sulting heating of the medium. '7 This term is asym-
metric around the Brillouin frequency. I'or Ace)0
(Stokes side) the gain coeKcient increases with the ab-
sorption coefficient of the medium. At Dco= —,F~ one
obtains the maximum gain

g~ox =y y ~r, /2rzc po&1's ~

The value of g, is of the same order of magnitude as

IE, , ' for absorption coefhcients of approximately cv, = 1

cm '. For Dzo&0, the second term in (25) is negative,
i.e., the total gain is diminished or might even be nega-
tive. In the latter case, signal light is converted back.
into pump light. The eEfect of absorptive heating on the
Brillouin gain was found experimentally for the first
time by the authors" and will be discussed in detail in
Sec. IV E.

B. Transient Solutions

Transient solutions are of significance in SBS when
the phonon lifetime is longer than or similar to the
pulse length of the signal and pump light. A previous in-

vestigation by Kroll" of the transient behavior of SBS

MLt
~ ~

oo'+zoll's +—(2zoi+ I's)—+—p'(t)
7 dt dt2

~s'A o V'&'
+ —T'(t) = Ei,(t)Es'*(t), (30)

d) d—(7—1)l zo&+ ip (t)+Ppo z~+oyI's+ —T'(t)
dt) dt

yy'k
E (t)E (t) (31)

Szv
and

I':s'(t) = (iy'cost/4zz—cpo)Er, (t)p'*(t)e ~'". (32)

This system will be solved for the coe%cient Es'(t);
if necessary, higher-order coefhcients may be calcu-
lated. "Ke restrict our discussion to small amplifica-
tion. Comparing (29c) with an exponential gain equa-
tion (for intensities) we define a time-dependent gain
factol

g(A&o, t) =2 Re)Es'(t)/Ir, (t)Es'(t)tl.

Together with (32), we obta, in

(33)

g(~ t) = (7' s/2rz po) I '(t)/P (t)Is'(t)e" J'" (34)

Equation (34) can also be derived from (21).
For an evaluation of g(Ace, t), we have to solve (30)

and (31) in order to obtain Imp'(t). The solutions of the
homogeneous parts of (30) and (31) are obtained by the
ansatz

(35a)

and

T'(t) =P T e"*' (35b)

"It should be noted that for stimulated thermal Rayleigh
scattering the second term with (s/l)' is essential for calculating
the gain at co=0 isee Refs, 15 and 15a),

led to complicated integral equations which cannot
readily be compared with our experimental data.

We study the transient behavior of a Brillouin light
amplifier by starting from (15) to (17). In the small-
amplification approximation the amplitudes of E8, p,
and T may be written in power series of the form

p(s, t) =p"(t)+p'(t)s/t+ (29a)

T(s, t) =T'(t)+T'(t)s/t+ . , (29b)

Es(s, t) =Eso(t)+Es'(t)s/t+. , (29c)

while Er, is assumed to be independent of s. Es'(t)
represents the input signal at s =0 and Es'(t) the first-
order increase of the signal due to SBS. Introducing
(29a) and (29b) into (15)—(17), and comparing the co-
efFicients belonging to the same powers of s, a set of
ordinary linear inhomogeneous differential equations is
obtained. The lowest-order equations are
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The three roots of the characteristic equation have, to
a good approximation, the values

for the three terms of p'(t):

pi= p„t8/(2r Cae), (41a)

(36a)

(36b)

(36c)

The physical significance of (36) is readily seen when we
introduce (35) and (36) into (10). We obtain for the
density variation

p(s, t) =-', Lpt exp( —,'Firt) exp( —iks)

+ps exp( ——'I'hatt) exp(i»t —iks)

+pa exp( ——I'et) exp( —i»t+iks)+c. c.]. (37)

p~ turns out to be the amplitLlde of a stationary density
fluctuation which decays with a time constant 2/I'e. ,
according to (19), 2/I'ir depends upon the thermal con-
ductivity of the medium and is of the order of 10—100
nsec in most liquids. p2 and p3 are the amplitudes of
density waves with the frequency co& traveling in the
+s and —s directions; ps generates Stokes and ps anti-
Stokes radiation. Both waves p. and p& have decay con-
stants 2/I'rt 2r, ch——aracteristic for acoustic phonons. s'

Next we discuss the simple case of a constant pump
Geld and a step function like signal pulse; the analytical
solution gives good insight into the physical situation.

1. Step Fgnction

In this section, the response of the scattering medium
will be investigated, when the input signal at t =0 is sud-
denly turned on, i.e., when

Ee(0,t) =0 for t(0
=Eg' for t& 0. (38)

The pump light remains constant:

FL(")=FL ~ (39)

ps(0) =0, T (0) =0, and p (0) =0. (40)

At the beginning of the pulse, the density and tempera-
ture disturbance as well as the velocity of the mass ele-
ment will be zero. I There will be some acceleration p'(0)
and temperature rise T'(0).$ Solving (30) and (31) for
these initial conditions gives the following expressions

"It has been reported by Enns and Batra that the so-called
R.ayleigh lifetime 1/Fp is the characteristic time constant for
stimulated thermal Hriilouin scattering [R. H. Erma and I. P.
Hatra, Can. J, Phys. 47, 2265 (1969)j. Our results show that p2,
respol. sible for the intense scattering around co~, has the charac-
teristic time constant 1/Fp.

As a particular solution of (30) and (31), we take the
steady-state values p, & and T,t, which have been dis-
cussed above. The initial conditions are chosen as
follows:

ps= p.iL —1+(1—~)/(4r'cue)3, (41b)

ps =p't( —1—~)/(«'») (41c)

where h= 2(y 1—)y'/(y' iv—') and 1/2r' = 1/2r i',—a&

Qs*. Since ( b
(

1 and» [
r'

~
»/I'ir))1, we con-

clude that p~ and p3 are much smal1. er than p~ and will be
neglected. Adding to (35a) the particular steady-state
solution p,t, we obtain for the zeroth order of the density
wave

pa(t) =p.tg1 —exp( ——,'I'&t) exp(id'&t)g. (42)

The imaginary part of pa(t) gives, together with (34),
the time dependence of the gain factor:

g(hat, t) =g(dM, ~) 1+exp(—', I'et)

'r Bra s'r Fe—cosd ~t sinAcot, 43
&y'I g —y Aco

where the steady-state gain factor g(ho&, ae) is defined
in (25). The result obta, ined in (43) is interpreted as
follows: For Ace=0, i.e., when the frequency of the
electromagnetic disturbance co&—~z is exactly equal to
the Brillouin frequency of the medium co&, then the
gain factor approaches monotonously the steady-state
value with a time constant equal to twice the phonon
lifetime: (-', re) '=2r.

For Aco&0, the gain factor is modulated with the fre-
quency dco=co —co&. This modulation is caused by the
frequency mismatch of the electromagnetic perturbation
with frequency cu and the sound wave of the medium at
~~. This phenomenon is again damped with the time
constant 27-.

In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) curves calculated according to
(43) are presented. for y' =0 and for y' =y', respectively.
The continuous increase of g(Ara, t)/g(~) for A&u=O,
and the oscillatory behavior for d co&0 is quite apparent
from the figures. For large values of 2v Ace, even a change
in sign is predicted from Fig. 1(a). For y WO the addi-
tional contribution of absorptive heating is clearly seen.
On the anti-Stokes side (A&0(0), the gain coeKcients
approach the negative steady-state values which were
discussed in connection with (25).

In Sec. III, the observation of transient phenomena
(including oscillating amplification) will be reported for
liquids and solids.

Z. More General Time Dependence

For a, more quantitative comparison between theory
and experiment we have to consider the special time
dependence of the laser pump light. and of the incident
signal pulse. It is convenient to introduce on the right-
hand side of (30) and (31) a function F(t)=(nc/Sm)—
X~L*(t)&s'(t) It will be shown below that in many
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2XAIIII=O 2'th, =0
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~%7'

3

~ 0.0
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FIG. 1.Trasient gain factor of a step
function signal for (a) transparent and
(b) absorbing media. The parameter
2m Aced represents phonon lifetime r and
mismatch frequency ~co.
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experimental situations F(t) is well approximated by
functions of the form (52a) or (52b).

The general solutions of the inhomogeneous differ-
ential equations (30) and (31) were obtained by the
method of the variation of constants; i.e., the roots of
the homogeneous problem p, (i= 1, 2, 3) in (35a) are con-
sidered to be functions of time. First p(t) =g, p;(t) is
calculated, then, with the help of (32), the first-order
increase of the signal amplitude is written as follows:

Equation (47) clearly indicates the strong dependence
of g(Dco, t) on F(t), the shape of the laser and the signal
pulse. Before a specific example of F(t) is calculated we
wish to discuss (47) in general terms by integrating in

pal ts:

g(~~, t) =g(~) R«'/rf[1 —»'F(t)/F(t)
+(2r')'F(t)/F(t)+ . . 7—[1—2r'F(t, )/F(t, )
p(2r') sF(to) iF(t,)+ 7[F(t,)/F(t)7e-'»

X (cosA&ot i sinAoi—t) ) . (48)
Zs'(t) =-',Kr, (t)e *"p g;r;

X F(t') exp[0;*(t—t')7 dt'.

where
F(t) exp( —O,*t),

g;=i(y'ool, 'h;)/(evc'por )

Together with (33) we obtain the (first-order)
factor

t

g(ar, t) =Re Q g, (-', r;) F(t') exp( —Q,*t')dt'

The following points should be noted:

(i) The first component of (48) contains the negative
(44) time derivative F(t) (for snial—l 4o~); as a result g(Ace, t)

is depressed during the risetime of signal and pump pulse
[F(t))07, and enhanced for F(t)(0. Physically, this
means the phonon density does not adjust immediately
to the instantaneous light field; the phonon density is
too small compared to the steady state during the rise
f th signal and pump pulse, but it is too large during

the decay time. At the maximum of F(t), where F(t) =
(45) the negative value of F(t) still reduces g(Zoo, t) below the

steady-state value g(Aoi, eo ). Only for F(t) =const does
(46a) the first term give the steady-state gain factor derive

in (25) (y~=O):

hi ——27, hs ——ho* —— y+iy'. —

(46b)

(46c)

g(")
1+(2~~/ra)'

~ (25')

The terms for i =1 and i =3 are related to the Ray-
leigh and anti-Stokes Brillouin process. The factors
exp( —Qi*t') and exp( —Q&*t') are rapidly oscillating
functions of time with frequencies co con and co+ooa

2'~, respectively; the time integrals are negligible for
our investigations. For simplicity we restrict our discus-
sion of the Brillouin-Stokes gain to transparent media.
With 0,*=—1/r', we obtain

g(&re, t) =g(~) F(t') exp( —t'/2r') dt'

gp

2rF(t) exp( —t/2r') . (47)

(ii) The second component of (48) tends to decrease
exponentially with time, due to the phonon damping
factor exp( —t/27); in addition there is a modulation at
the mismatch frequency Ace.

(iii) Developing F(t') in a Taylor series one obtains
for times near to

lim g(d oi, t) =g(~)t/2r(JIi+1) =At((X+1), (49)
t. ~fp

i.e., at the beginning of the amplification the gain factor
increases linearly with time and is independent of 7. an
~or. E is the order of the 6rst nonvanishing derivative of
F(t) at t=to.
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FIG. 2. Transient gain factor of
physical pulse (see text) with half-
width tr. (a) EIfect of phonon lifetime
r (b) .EGect of frequency mismatch
Aced. For comparison with Fig. 1 note:
Atr =g(~) when r/t g=0 5.
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(iv) It is readily seen that (48) is a generalized form
of (43), which was derived for Ir, =const, and a step
function for the signal field.

4. Speciftc Cases

Ke now turn to the discussion of the function

F(t) =F(t/t, )&e 4t44, -(52a)

which is a good approximation for. the product Er,*(t)

3. Frequency Dependence of g(Aoi, t)

It has been pointed out in connection with the steady-
state gain factor [Eq. (25) with y'=Oj that values of
g(htd, ~) measured as a function of 640 give the half-
width of the Lorentzian frequency profile and in this
way the phonon lifetime r. In practice, we work with
light pulses of def nite time dependence. Corrections
have to be made when r is deduced from the measured
half-width AcoII. Taking the experimental pulse shape
F(t) into account, one obtains from (48)

/4 Mrt = (1/2r) [1+2rF(t)/F(t)
—(2r)'3F(t)/2F(t) 3 (5o)

Equation (50) indicates that Aco& increases during the
rise of the signal and pump light [F(t))0] and decrea, ses
during the decay. The shorter the pulse F(t), the larger
the corrections. Equation (50) will be applied to experi-
mental results in Sec. IV C,

In the literature, the experimental frequency half-
width Ace~ is frequently connected with F& according to
the relation

(51)

where F~ and F8 are the half-widths of the amplitude
Fourier transforms of the pump and signal pul ses, re-
spectively. It should be emphasized that (51) is a rough
approximation in most experimental situations.
represents a time-averaged. value, which is only correct
for a special pulse shape not commonly used for Iz and
Is

&&Fs'(t) in a number of our experiments. "The param-
eter tp, a measure of the pulse duration, is of great im-

portance in the following discussions. Introducing (52a)
into (48) we calculate gain factors which are plotted as
a function of the normalized time t/tr in Fig. 2(a)
(Ace=0) and Fig. 2(b) (her/0). The f'ollowing points
should be noted: (a) For 2r (t r (r is short and the pulse
duration comparably long) the second term in (48) dis-

appears soon after the beginning of the pulse. A con-
stant value of g is obtained which has the form
g(co ) Re(r'/r) [1+2r'/tr]. Experiments performed un-

der these conditions allow the determina tion of g(t) oI, co )
and provide material constants such as r. (b) For
2r& t& [r is long and F(t) decays faster than the pho-
nons) the second term in (48) diverges. At the end of
the pulse the phonon density stays high while the light
fields go to zero [see (34)j. (c) In Fig. 2(b) the modula-
tion of the gain factor for Acr &0 is shown for the case
2v- = t~. Negative values of the gain factor are possible
during the transient time. (d) It should be emphasized.
that all the curves in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) start linearly
with time, independent of v. and ~co, this fact agrees
with the prediction. of (49).

YVe have studied the effect of the symmetric function

F=F sin'7rt/4t p, (52b)

where tp is chosen in such a way that the maximum of
(52b) and (52a) occurs at t=2tr. The gain factors cal-
culated according to (48) are quite similar for both func-
tions (52a) and (52b). We shall return to function (52b)
in connection with the slowly rising input signals fre-
quently used for the investigation of liquids (Sec. IV C).

5. Limits of the SBSAmplifier

It was shown in Sec. II 8 4 that the gain of an ampli-
6er for 3rillouin radiation is strongly influenced by the

"Ec*and Zs' are proportional to the measured (power of the
pumplight)'", Pg'/2 and to the (incident signal power)'" Is"/2

respectively. Experiments are discussed I e.g., Figs. 5 and 6 (lower
traces), and 10$ where: (i) the signal rises rapidly and decays
slowly; as an approximation we write P;(t) ~(t/t;)4 exp( —t/t;);
(ii) the signal is only present during the falling part of the pump
pulse, i.e., Ps(t)ccexp( —t/tz). Together we obtain (52a) with
1/tr=1/2t;+1/2tc. F has its maximum at t=2tr,
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FIG. 3. Gain fac tor at the maximum
of a physical pulse (see text) in units
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Gp(t jr)
lim g~=A

1 Gt(tsr)

2r F(tan)

where

Gs(tsr)
+ I

——t)ot' + (54)
(2r F(t,tr)

Gp(t) = F(t') dt', Gi —— Gp(t') dt', etc.

It is seen from (54) that the value of gM is mainly deter-
mined by the erst term and little affected by 7.

%e calculated g~ for a variety of condiditions. For
the special situation where F(t) =F(t/tp)'exp( —t/t ), P
calculated values of gite (in units of At p) are plotted as
a function of r/tP (solid lines) in Fig. 3(a). It is seen

LASER

P~

h

p L1
L

Pi X/tf

II 0
ICJ ll V

AlttlPLlflER POl. L2 GENERATOR

Fia. 4. Schematic of the experimental system. Polarizer (POL) and
~'A plate reduce the backward traveling Brillouin signal.

phonon lifetime and the shape (especially the duration)
of the signal and laser pulse. Since it is our aim to de-
termine phonon lifetimes from gain measurements, we
investigated the dependence of the gain factor on v and
the form of the light pulses. When the function F(t) ha, s
its maximum value, the ampli6er gain is determined
experimentally with highest accuracy; therefore, we
calculate this value g~ as a function of r. Integrating
(52) into parts, we obtain (53) and (54) for the limit
of small and large r

( 2r F(tsr) F(tp)—
lim gite =AI +t2.I + ), t»I

(1+2rtt td F(t~)

i.e., when the phonon lifetime is very short, the gain
factor g~ is, to a good approximation, equal to the
steady-state value of (25). For long phonon lifetimes, we
And

from this figure that an experimentally determined gain
factor g~ would provide for 7 & 3 p very poor, and for
v-& 21& practically no information as to the phonon life-
time. The limiting (r —&oo) gain factor gsr ——1.2 At~ is
determined by photoelastic parameters only (2rhot =0).

The da, shed lines in Fig. 3 (a) depict the ratio

gst (r, tt tp)/g(oo ) which decreases strongly with increasing
r/tt, ", i.e., when the phonon lifetime is larger than the
duration of the applied electromagnetic 6eld, the gain
at the pulse maximum is substantially reduced com-
pared to the steady-state value g(~). The parameters 0
and 1 correspond to the product 2v-. Dco. Curves similar
to those, depicted in Fig. 3(a), were obtained. using the
function (52b).

It should be noted that the theory of transient
phenomena presented here is readily extended to other
stimulated scattering processes. Very closely connected
are the results for stimulated thermal Rayleigh scatter-
ing' (otr, —ots 0) which are derived from the same
equations t (5)—(7)7.

III. EXPEMMENTAL

The experimental system is depicted schematically
in Fig. 4. It consists, essentially, of a giant pulse laser,
a generator for backward-traveling Brillouin radiation,
and an amplifier cell where the gain of an input signal
P, (t) is measured. The three light pulses, incident laser
pulse Fr, (t), incident and amplified signal I';(t) and
P,(t) were measured with the same photocell a,nd oscil-
loscope using appropriate time delays. The distance
laser to amplifier was chosen to be large (18 m) to ensure
that Brillouin radiation, back reQected into the laser,
did not return during the time of investigation. On
the other hand, the distance 5 of the ampli6er to the
generator was kept as small as possible to minimize
the effect of the frequency drift of the laserss'~ (see

"W. V. Korobkin, A. M. Leontovich, M. N. Poprava, and
M. Ya. Shchelev, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. Pis'ma v Redaktsiyu
3, 301 (1966) LEnglish transL: Soviet Phys. —JETP Letters 3,
194 (1966)g; D. J. Bradley, C. Magyar, and M. G. Richardson,
Nature 212, 63 (1966); A. Flamholz and G. J. Wolga, J. Appl.
Phys. 39, 2')23 (1968).

'4 D. Pohl, Phys. Letters 26A, 357 (1968).
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below). 'The polarizer in combination with a, 4X plate
served to strongly attenuate the backward-traveling
Stokes radiation of the generator (while being trans-
parent to the incident laser light). In this way, ratios
P;/Pi, = 10 ' were achieved and sma, ll-signa, l theory was
applicable. The intensity of the pump light in the ampli-
fier was adjusted by the use of lens I1 of large focal
length.

Some comments should be made concerning our light
source. The laser consisted of a 7.5-cm ruby crystal in
a spherical cavity; it was Q switched by a saturable dye.
Single-mode operation was ensured by the use of an
adjustable aperture inside the cavity and a mode-
selecting resonant reflector. A careful analysis of the
intensity distribution of the output beam indicated that
the spot size of the TEMpp distribution agreed with the
value calculated from the numbers of the laser cavity.
Giant pulses with a peak power between 1 and 3 MW
and a half-width of approximately 20 nsec were ob-
tained. The finite duration of the laser pulse corre-
sponds to a frequency width of approximately 15
MHz. Recent investigations of our giant pulse ruby laser
have shown that, during the course of the pulse, the
emission frequency increases by approximately 10
MHz per nsec or 200 MHz per pulse. '4 This frequency
drift, although small compared with the laser frequency
of 4.3X10' MHz, has important consequences for the
construction of our experimental system. In order to
work with very small frequency differences between the
backward-traveling signal pulse and the incoming laser
pulse, the distance between oscillator and amplifier has
to be kept as small as possible, e.g. , for 5=50 cm, one
estimates ~v&„«50 MHz. Since the frequency width
of the gain profile A~s Fs/2n- Lsee (25)1 is of this
order of magnitude for many substances, the distance 5
has to be substantially below 50 cm in a well-designed
experimental system. We succeeded in working with
S=5 cm, making ~vg f$ a negligibly small value.

Recently, a detailed study of a Brillouin generator
was reported by Maier. ' Brillouin radiation emitted in
the backward direction is built up from weak spontane-
ous scattering to power levels approaching the incoming
la,ser radiation. It was found that the Brillouin radiation
has the same frequency drift'4 and a very similar
(Gaussian) intensity distribution as the laser beam. '
There is a distinct onset of intense Brillouin radiation
which depends on the ga.in factor of the medium and the
intensity of the incident laser pulse. It is possible, there-
fore, to "turn on" the generator at the very beginning
of the laser pulse or at a later time (e.g., near the
maximum of the laser pulse) by changing the focal
length of the lens L2 in front of the generator from 2 to
12 cm. For a small focal length, the time dependence of
the Brillouin radiation follows the laser pulse; we ob-
serve a quasi-steady-state ampli6cation in all the liquids
investigated. Kith long focal lengths the Hrillouin emis-
sion appears later, rising rapidly to large values. The
abrupt onset of the Brillouin signal enables us to observe

transient phenomena in the ampli6er which will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.

I7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we wish to present our various experi-
mental investiga, tions and compare them with the
theory outlined above. Before entering the discussion
some remark. s should be made concerning the ampli6ca-
tion of real light beams. Our theoretical results were
given in terms of intensities, while experimentally,
power values are obtained. In our experiments the laser
operated in a TEMpp mode which gives, for a spherical
resonator, a Gaussian intensity distribution

Ir, (t) =Ir, '(t) exp( —2r'/w') (55)

where the spot size m was experimentally determined
(in good agreement with the value calculated from the
laser system). Because of the saturation in the generator
cell, the intensity distribution of the input signal Is(0,t)
has, to a good approximation, the same distribution as
Iz,(t). The intensity distribution of the amplified signal
Is(l, t), however, differs from that of the input signal,
since the amplification is largest in the center of the
beam and decreases with distance from the beam axis:

Is(t, t) =Is(0,t) expt g(t)Ir, (t)l 1

Is(0,t) L1gg(t)I&(t) t1. (56)

Integration of Iz, (t), Is(0, t), and Is(l, t) over the cross
section gives Pi, (t), P,(t), and the ampli6ed power
P.(t),

P.(t)=P;(t)L1+g(t)Pt (t)l/~w'1. (57)

Measurement of the pulses Pi, (t), P;(t), and P, (t) allows
the determination of the time-dependent gain fa,ctor
g(Ao), t).

A. Time Dependence of the Gain

With laser giant pulses the steady state and transient
behavior of the Brillouin gain is demonstrated most
vividly with substances having phonon lifetimes of
several nsec. In the following experiments CS2 with
r =2.2 nsec (see below) was chosen. At first our experi-
mental results were qualitatively compared with theory
Lusing the step function (38) for the signal pulse). The
individual pulse shape will be considered later for a
quantitative comparison with theory.

1. Ao)=D

We begin the discussion with experiments where the
frequency of the generator agrees with the frequency of
the gain maximum of the amplifier, i.e., the Brillouin
generator and amplifier contain the same substance, and
the distance 5 is small enough to make ~v~„f~ negligible.
In Fig. 5(a), two oscilloscope traces with the three sig-
nals Pz, P;, a,nd P, are shown. The early start of P; of
trace 1 (which follows Pr, during the whole pulse) was
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Fio. 5. Amplification of Brillouin light in CS2 (for tt~=o) (a)
Oscilloscope traces of the laser (pump) pulse Pz„ the input signal
P;, and the amplified signal P,. The pulses P; and P are delayed
by 40 and 80 nsec, respectively. Trace 1:slowly rising signal P;.
Trace 2:abruptly rising signal P;. (b) Gain factor determined from
the oscilloscope traces of (a).

achieved by the use of a strong focusing lens I.2 with

f=3 cm. The gain factor obtained from the da.ta of Fig.
5(a) Lsee (57)j is presented in Fig. 5(b) (curve 1).
g. ~~ is found to be almost constant during the laser
pulse.

Second, using a lens 12 of f=12 cm, a delayed and
rather abruptly rising input signal P; was generated

t Fig. 5(a), trace 2). The gain factor shows a transient
response with the steady-state value being approached
after some nsec /Fig. 5(b), curve 2]. This effect was ex-
pected from theory and was predicted in connection
with Figs. 1(a) and 2(a).

Z. Ao)/0

A well-defined frequency mismatch between generator
and amplifier was established by using two liquids with
slightly different Brillouin shifts co&. In Fig. 6(a), trace
1, the amplification of a broad and Iong input with
Ace/2s. =60 MHz is presented. A comparison with Fig.
5(a) clearly shows the reduced gain due to the frequency
mismatch; the gain factor g,„sc )see Fig. 6(b), curve 1j
is accordingly smaller. Gain measurements with varying
values of ho& will be discussed in greater detail in Sec.
IV B.

Considerably different results were obtained with
faster rising input signals P;. As expected from the
theory )Figs. 1(a) and 2(b)g the gain factor shows an
oscillation around the steady-state value )Fig. 5(b),
curve 2)j. The experimental gain curve shows good
qualitative agreement with Fig. 1(a) (2rhc0=2) and
with Fig. 2(b) (Acdtr 0.90). ——
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FIG. 6. Amplification of Brillouin light in CS2 (for 4'/27r= 60
MHz). (a) Oscilloscope trace I: slowly rising signal P;. Trace 2:
rapidly rising signal P;. (b) Gain factors determined from traces
depicted in (a).
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B. Frequency Dependence of g, ~& and
Phonon Lifetime

It was shown theoretically that the frequency profile
of the gain factor g is a direct measure of the phonon
lifetime v, We have measured the frequency dependence
of g for a number of liquids. The results obtained with
CS~ will be discussed first.

Experimentally, the input frequency was varied by
changing the composition of the liquid in the generator;
mixtures of CS~ and CC14 were used in these investiga-
tions. In this way, cd/2s. =(a&r, —cos)/27r can be tuned
from 4300 MHz (corresponding to a&a of CC14) to 5800
MHz (cd» of CS&), i.e., a frequency range of 1500 MHz is
avai1able using this mixed system. "

In Fig. 7(a), the experimentally determined gain
factor is plotted as a function of Dcv/2rr=(co —cd)/2s. ,
where ~& is the Brillouin frequency of the amplifier cell.
The half-width of the experimental gain curve turns out
to be Dcorr'""/2s =100+5 MHz. To correct for the
finite pulse duration we proceeded as follows: Long
pulses were used in all the measurements Lsee, for ex-
ample, Fig. 5(a)j. The gain factor was evaluated. (for
every Ace) near the maximum of F(t). The curvature
(i.e. , F) was determined at the maximum of iv (t). Finally,
(50) was solved for r. The phonon lifetime of CSs
obtained from this calculation turns out to be 2.2&0.2
nsec. This value is in good agreement with investigations
of the classical Srillouin scattering" ' and with calcu-
lations of the absorption of hypersonic phonons in
CS2.'7 The sensitivity of our experimental method is
demonstrated in Fig. 7(b) where the gain profile of
a mixture of 97.5%%u~ CSs and 2.5% CClc was investigated.
The phonon lifetime of this mixture is found to be
r= I.9 nsec.

For decreasing values of v-, the experimental gain
profile approaches the Lorentzian curve of the steady-
state gain; the correction terms in (50) become accord-
ingly smaller. It should be emphasized that the deter-
mination of v discussed in this section does not require
an accurate value of the incident laser intensity; relative
gain factors are plotted as a function of her. The phonon
lifetimes obtained in this way for various liquids are
presented in Table I.

2'F. Sarocchi, M. Mancini, and R. Vallauri, Nuovo Cimento
49B, 233 (&967).

R. Y. Chiao and F. A. Fleury, in Ref. 4, p. 241.
~~ A. Laubereau, W. Englisch, and W. Kaiser, IREEJ.Quantum

Electron. S, 410 (1969).

Fra. /. Experimentally determined frequency dependence of
the gain factor. (a) pure CSs, (b) Mixture of 97.5% CS& and 2.5%
CC14 (by volume).
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FIG. 8. Experimental results of the
mixed system CS~:CC14. (a) Phonon
lifetime determined from SBS plotted
as a function of the concentration of
CC14 in CS~, (b) acoustic absorption
n~ at hypersonic frequencies of v~5
X10 Hz and at acoustic frequencies
of v—3X10' Hz (dashed line) (taken
from Ref. 30).
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C. Quantitative g Value and Phonon Lifetime

The determination of accurate values of g, p& requires
the knowledge of the absolute laser power Pl, [see (57)],
i.e., a calibrated photodetector is necessary for these
investigations. We have compared our experimental
gain factors g, „at 6~=0 with the values g(~) calcu-
lated from the values of r in Sec. IV 8 (Table I). In
Fig. 3(b), the ratio g,„vt/g(~) is plotted as a function
of the phonon lifetime r (upper scale) for six liquids:
CS~, mixture of CS2 and CC14, acetone, m-hexane,
toluene, and CC14. The ratios are close to unity, i.e.,
gain coefficients are very near to the steady-state values.
The absolute numbers of g, p~ are listed in Table I.

For a more precise comparison between theoretical
and experimental g factor the individual pulse shapes of
the light pulses have to be taken into account. In order
to be close to the steady-state situation we worked with
long pulses, approximated by sin'(z. t/4tv), and deter-
mined g, v& again near the maximum of F(t); in this way,
we obtained high experimental accuracy and small cor-
rection terms in (48). In fact, the theoretical curve
)dashed line in Fig. 3(b)j deviates from unity by less
than 10%.

Our experimental results suggest that careful mea-
surements of the absolute gain factors provide good
numbers of the phonon lifetime; only a single laser pulse
is needed in this technique.

Recently, gain measurements were reported of a
number of liquids using time-integrating photodetec-
tors. ' For substances with I'~/2z. (200 MHz, the ex-
perimental gain factors differ substantially from the
calculated values. Our investigations do not show these
discrepancies.

D. Phonon Lifetime in Mixen' System CS& '.CC14

Using the experimental technique outlined in Sec.
IV 8, various mixtures of CS2 and CC14 were investi-
gated. This system is of special interest since the two
liquids have substantially different molecular relaxa-
tion frequencies v,. For CS2 the value of v„=80MHz "is

"J.H. Andreas, E. L. Heasell, and J. Lamb, Proc. Phys. Soc.
(London) $69, 625 (1956).

far below the Brillouin frequency vs ——cez/2z. =5800
MHz, while for CC14 the relaxation frequency v, =2400
MHz "is much closer to &o~/2z. =4300 MHz. As a result,
the acoustic losses in CC14 are expected to be large,
being mainly determined by hypersonic relaxation; the
phonon lifetime will be correspondingly small. In Fig.
8(a), the phonon lifetime, and in Fig. 8(b) the quantity
np/v~' are presented as a function of composition (in
volume %) (up/vs =1/vrvn' is characteristic for sound
absorption). The strong decrease of r from 2.2 nsec in
CS..to 0.25 nsec in CC14 and the strong rise of np/vs' is
quite apparent from Fig. 8. It is interesting to note that
the theoretical curve of I aubereau et al. '~ drawn through
the measured points in Fig. 8(b) gives an excellent fit
to our experimental data. A qualitative agreement exists
between the data of Ref. 29 and our results. For com-
parison we include a damping curve obtained at 287
kHz " (dashed line). The result differs completely from
our measurement, since the frequency of the ultrasonic
wave is well below the relaxation of CS2 and CC14.

Substance

CSs(pure)
CS2+2.5'po CCl4
Acetone
g-Hexane
Toluene
CC14

&expt

(nsec)

2.2
1.9
0.9
0.72
0.33
0.25

1's/2z.
(MH&)

75
85

180
220
480
640

g(")"i.
(cm/MW)

140X10-
125
22
23
15

7

gexpt
(cm/MW)

130X10 '
120
20
26
13
6

29 F. Barocchi, M. Mancini, and R. Vallauri, J. Chem. Phys.
49, 1935 (1968)."J.Claeys, J. Errera, and H. Sack, Trans. Faraday Soc. 33,
136 (1937).

E. Brillouin Amyli6cation in Presence
of Light Absorption

It was predicted in connection with (25) and (28) that.he frequency dependence of the gain factor g is con-
siderably altered when light absorption is added to the
medium. We have made such investigations in the
amplifier system discussed above (Fig. 4). Our results,

TanLz I. Experimentally deterinined phonon lifetimes (Sec.
IV B):Brillouin linewidths and steady-state gain factors calcu-
lated from r,„vq. Experimental gain factors (Sec. IV C).
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Fio. 9. Brillouin amplification in an absorbing liquid (66% CSs and 34/o CC14). (a) Frequency dependence of the gain factor with-
out (solid squares) and with (open squares) absorption. (b) Difference of gain factors of the two liquids shown in (a). Solid curve
gives calculated contribution due to absorption (n=0.83 cm '). (c) Time dependence of the experimental gain factor for various
absorption coefficients. Solid lines were measured at neo/2~r =+200 MHz, dashed line at ttcu/2'= —200 MHz.

published in Ref. 14 are summarized as follows: In Fig.
9(a), the frequency profile of a (transparent) mixed
liquid consisting of 66% CSs and 34% CC14 (by volume)
is shown by solid square points with a Lorentzian curve
drawn through them. A width at half-maximum gain
of I'~/2z-=360 MHz is found. By dissolving a small
amount of iodine in this liquid a linear absorption coeK-
cient of o. =0.83 cm ' was established. The gain profile
of the colored liquid was remeasured [open squares in
Fig. 9(a) ] and a substantial change of the magnitude
and the frequency dependence of g was observed. The
difference of the gain factors of the two liquids g,
representing the contribution due to absorption alone, is
plotted in Fig. 9(b) versus the frequency doi. As pre-
dicted from theory, g is positive for A&o) 0 (Stokes or
red shift) and negative for Aoi(0. A negative gain
coefficient [also seen in Fig. 9(a)] indicates that the

incident signal I', is attenuated when passing through
the amplifier" cell; Brillouin photons plus energy from
the thermal waves are reconverted into laser photons.
It should be noted that the curve drawn through the
experimental points in Fig. 9(b) is calculated from

theory [Eq. (25)] without fitting parameters. There is
excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
Experimental investigations of the g dependence on the
absorption coe%cien t again gave agreement with
theoretical predictions. '

In Fig. 9(c), the time dependence of the gain coeffi-

cient during the course of the laser pulse is depicted
for liquids with absorption coeKcients varying be-
tween. 0 and 0.83 cm '. The transparent liquid (u=0)
shows a constant g value during the whole laser pulse,
typical for a quasi-steady-state situation [see Fig.
6(b)].For tr values below 0.85 cm ' the gain coeflicients
reach a plateau but decrease after several nsec. The
values of the plateau were used in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)
and agreed with the steady-state theory. The decay of
the gain at later times is not yet completely understood.
There is experimental evidence that it results from the
competition with another nonlinear phenomenon, the

stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering. " Generation
of o8-axis Ray1eigh light was observed to occur fre-
quently in the tilted amplifier cell. Fortunately, thermal
Rayleigh scattering has a long time constant, 2/I'a~20
nsec to build up to a power level which disturbs our
investigations. "In this way the steady-state gain of the
thermal Srillouin scattering could be observed during
the early part of the laser pulse.

F. Brillouin AmpliQcation in Solids

Gain measurements were made in crystalline quartz,
in four different glasses, and in Lucite. Kith the light
pulses used in this investigation the determination of
phonon lifetimes is of limited accuracy for two reasons:
The phonon lifetime is larger and the gain is smaller
than in liquids. As a result, the input signal coming from
the generator sets in late and is of short duration.

The transient nature of the gain is clearly seen in
these experiments. An estimate of v was obtained as
follows: Generator and amplifier were cut from the same
specimen, i.e., 6~=0. The input signal occurred after
the peak of the la,ser pulse, making Eq. (52a) a good
approximation for our calculations. The gain g~ was
determined a,t the maximum of the function F(t)
~ (FrF,)'".The parameter A was calculated from the
photoelastic data of the sample and tp was estimated
from the shape of F(t). Values of g,il/Ats together with
the calculated curve of Fig. 3(a) gave numbers for r/t p
[see Fig. 3(c)j and allowed, finally, an estimate of the
desired phonon lifetime ~. It is readily seen from Fig.
3(c) that the experimental accuracy of gsr is of major
importance for large values of r/ts.

In Table II, the calculated parameters A and the
experimental values g,~'"I" and t~' &' are listed together
with the estimated data for ~; the steady-state gain
factor g(ao) =A2r is added for completion. It is inter-
esting to note that the steady-state situation has never

'~ D. H. Rank, C. W. Cho, N. O. Foltz, and T. A. Wiggins, Phys.
Rev. Letters I9, 828 (I967).
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TABLE II. Gain factors and estimated phonon lifetimes of glasses and quartz.

Substances

Quartz (x-cut)
Schott glasses:

FK3
F2
SF6
BK7

Lucite

A.
(cm/MW sec)

0.58 X10'

0.45
0.69
0.85
0.185
7.0

(,expt

(nsec)

2.7

4.2

3.1
3.0
5.2

empt

(cm/MW)

1.5X10-3

1.8
2.1
2.0
0.35

17.0

(n sec)

3.5+1.5
3.5+1.5

2& 1
1.5~0.5

g(oo )
(cm/MW)

&5X10-3

g4
5+2

5.5~2
0.7&0.3
20&7

& Calculated from literature data: Landolt-Bornstein, Zahlemeerte und Funktioners (Springer-verlag, Berlin, 1962).

been reached in our experiments. The data of Table II
show the relatively large 7 and small g(~ ) values of the
inorganic solids investigated here. The data of glasses
cover the range between liquids and crystalline sub-
stances such as quartz, where v.~5 nsec. The values of
Lucite are close to those of organic liquids.

It has been shown in Sec. II 8 5 that for large phonon
lifetimes a limiting value of the gain factor g~ exists. As
an example, we calculate for X-cut quartz": gor(r ~~ )
= 1.2A t o ——1.7 && 10 ' cm/MW; this value has to be com-
pared with the experimental value of g~' I"=1.5 &&10 '
cm/MW. Shorter light pulses (i.e. , larger z/to values)
would provide accurate values of the photoelastic
parameter A.

Figure 10 shows for quartz oscilloscope traces for I'I, ,
I';, and P and the experimental gain factor plotted as
a function of time. Using different crystallographic di-
rections for the Brillouin generator and amplifier LFig.
10(a)j a frequency misma, tch of Azo/2zr = 200 MHz was
established. The drastic transient response of the me-
dium especially the negative g values, should be noted

(solid curve). In this experiment, the analytic function
for F(t) given in (52a) represents a very good. approxi-
mation to the experimental situation (ts ——1.4 nsec).
Values for the gain factor calculated from (48) (dashed
curve) are in excellent agreement with the experimental
result. The coincidence of the two curves again demon-
strates the good description of our experiments by the
theory of small signal ampli6cation outlined in Sec. II.
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APPENDIX

Higher-order contributions of the signal field can be
obtained in the same way as (44): For p'=0 we find

Es"= lEJ(t)g(~)I"tz Ez*(t')Es" "(t')
4p 'I

t,p

XexpLQ~*(t —t') $ dt'. (A1)

caw h
p g Q+J g V//Xi

AMPLIFIER FARADAY L2

GENERATOR
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TIME (nsec)

X
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2 I

I I
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It can be readily seen from (A1) that the Es"(t) do not
obey an exponential series law; i.e., in general, ReE8"
WEs'sgIzl/tt!. The elements Es(t) of a step function are
(tkco =0)

Es(0,t) =Lag( )~r lj"E8'(t)

Fio. 10. Amplification of Brillouin light in quartz. (a) Experi-
mental system for the investigation of anisotropic media. The gen-
erator can be rotated for variation of the Brillouin frequency. The
Faraday rotator (plus a polarizer) attenuate the backward travel-
ing Brillouin signal. (b) Oscilloscope traces of PI„P;, and P,
(Aced/2' =200 MHz). The pulses P; and P are delayed by 40 and
80 nsec, respectively. (c) Calculated (broken line) and experi-
mentally (solid line) determined gain factor.

2The following parameters were used: c11——8.5X10" g cm '
sec ', tie=2.65 g/cm', zz=1.54, P» ——0.250 PAzzzencazz Izzstitztte of
Physics Hazzdbook (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1957),
2nd ed.g.

v—1

1 —e 't" P —— . (A2)
~=0 p~ 2p,

The deviation from exponential growth can be con-
siderable for large amplification. It should be noted that
it has nothing to do with saturation, and disappears
when the steady state is approached. Consequently, the
restriction to small amplihcation, the basis of this
analysis, is even more important for the transient than
for the steady-state regime.


